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One Winner Aids
Another Wlnnerl
When we announced the HP-97, we were
nearly overwhelmed with orders. People
wanted them long before they even saw one!
Well, if you read the papers at all or watch
the news on TV, you will have known about a
similar situation, but on a much, much larger
scale. We're referring to the phenomenal
success of the Boeing 767 commercial airliner
(pictured here). Orders for the new airliner are
pouring in, yet m one has even seen one,
except, of course, in model form.
No, we aren't trying to sell aircraft! We
introduced the above parallel because there is
an unusual epilogue to all of this. Guess what
product is being used to design and perfect the
other one?
You are right! The HP-97 can shorten many
the long and tedious design tasks associal
with bringing a new airliner from the drawing
board to the day when it makes its first flight.
Recently, we received a letter and two programs from an engineer at Boeing. And to show
you how HP-97's can be implemented in modem industry, here are the letter and the two
programs.
The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
Preliminary Design Department is using the
HP-97 portable scientific calculators to do many
of the airplane engineering configuration and
design jobs.
The HP-97, coupled with a training program,
has proven to be a cost-effective application to
this engineering work. Once initiated, the engineers are eager to expand the application of
these efficient engineering tools. The features
that make this calculator product~veare: the
printer, for program and data listing; the magnetic
card, for program and data entry and recovery;
and programmability, for tlreless and reliable repetitive calculations.
I have submitted a couple of programs that we
are just starting to use. These programs will record upper and lower airfoil contours (data

e

points) on cards and produce printouts of these
data scaled for chord length and percent thickness. One standard airfoil will fit on two data
cards.

(97) Airfoil
(#02892D)*

Coordinate

Data

This program, in conjuction with #02893D,
will produce a printout of airfoil coordinate
data from data cards. The printout may be
scaled for chord length and percent thickness.
The companion program, #02893D, must be
used to generate the data cards. Up to 13 data
sets can be printed from one side of a data card.
(139 steps, 7 pages)
Author: Gordon H. Cheney
Seattle, Washington
*In European areas, order by number 003400

(97) ~ e n e r a t eAirfoil Coordinate
Data Cards (#02893D)*
This program compresses a complete set of
airfoil coordinate data onto two data cards.
Data are compressed into the calculator's storage registers by means of a differencing1
merging technique. The companion program,
#02892D, is required to read and print the data
to any desired scale. (104 steps, 11 pages)
Author: Gordon H. Cheney
Seattle, Washington
*In European areas. order by number 003410.

(Because of the vast amount of data that is
useful only in printed form from the HP-97
printer, these programs are not practical for
use on the HP-67. Ed.)

Phorograph courtesy of Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

If a program is running and the low-bettef
indicator comss om, press #US, h SF 0,F@
Like to make sure you receive each lssue of and wait for it@program to hatt. Now f o W
KEY NOTBS, plus any other mailings, an- instructionsgiven in the May article on the we a
nouncements, or special sales we might gen- the Ersatz memory cards. When you have
changed batteries andare ready to re-start yw,
erate? You can k f p by keeping your &dress program, first you will have to key h CF 0,
up to date. Tty to send us the code nlrtnbers on
Obviously thi$ wthod wiH m t wark with al
your KEY P J m S label, because it saves a lot programs that contain subroutines, d
of time. &so, you are far more likely to wceive on how much time is spent in a subroutine or
your copy if you use your home addresb nrtfrer many times a subroutine is called by th6 melt
program. For certain programs, however, it wil
than a company address.
If you ptaa to buy accessories for C h r i m s get around the specific problem noted i n the
presents, and you order from the KEY fdOTES Auaust issue,
~cidentally,whenever a running program i:
order blank, don't hesitate too long, T b r e is
always a mail+jambefore the holiday seqson, stopped by using the R/Skey, a possibility f o
error exists if consants are entered by means d
but we will make a special effort to qwickly program steps.That ett, if the R/S happens te
process and &$p aI1 orders from KEY NCJ%'E?S occur in the micfdfe af a stirng of digits, then the
readers.
string will be broken into two strings
the
Because the next KEY NOTES won? reach program resumes by ushg WS.A possibfeSAW
you until sometime in February, next year, 1'11 tion to this error is ta use the SST key whih
use this occasian b wish all of you a happy and reading the program code, to be sure yoo &e al
safe holiday season, and many thanks for all a safe glace to stop.

Editorial

hose lovety letters about KEY NOTES.
Letters to the editor should be addressed to:
Hertry Horn, Mitor
HP KEY WmS

wett-Ps.~kardGa.
1OOO N.L G b b Boulevard
CorvalHs, Clwen 97330

Barg
K.N.

r

We cam@ guarmtoe a reply to every Ltter,
but we will gutwantee that every letter received
In this age of infktion and upward
will be read by the editor, and as many as gas- prices, you rarely see the word "barg
sible will be Mswered either in KEY NOTES or more. So, maybe this i s one of yo
in a personal response. Please be sure to put chances to take ad
your remm address on the face of youi letter.
Letters s&metimes get separated fmm envelopes!
them first to our
we offer them Pseehere.
The HP-55 Ptogmming Pad is
quate for HP-2.7 progrtunming us
leather case accommodates
HP-35, HP-45, HP-70, NP-80,

-37E. and -38E.
o p t i n 1) 5 HP-SS Pqramming
When we printed the "Ersatz"Contia~ous
1 Soft &a& teather C
Memory atticle m a y 1978, Vol. 2 No. 2) it
(value gia &st fist price:
seemed almost too good to be true. That susOption 3) TO HPdS Programmin
picion becam a reality when a probfem was
(Value eit last list price:
pointed out by joseph V. Saverlm in the
Option 3) 2 Safz Black Leather C
August 1978 fVol. 2 No. 3) issue. But, remember Mr. Saverino's last remark, ".,.
Any of t
mayb someone will discover a way around the
$5.00!*
limitations,""2rhaps that "someone" is
You have to admit that these are bargak
,Jr. He has found at least a prices.
The only ski@&ims are: You mu$$
partial answer to the problem, as follows:
order by option numbas [bn the attached
Reference "HP-67/97 'Ersatz' Continuous
z@d the offer is good
Memory" in the May 1978 issue and "'Ersatz NOTES order fa%%),
U.S., Alaska, and
Memory SurstS"' in the August 1978 issue. only in the Contia@n%zlI
mete is a way around the problem d Wng Hawaii. Orcters wit& combinations othd
the Erw& r
n cards~when the
~ runniq pro- than shown sMve wia not be accepted.
, it requires ad- Orders will be shipped on a first-come fmtgram m & i n s ~ o u k i n e sbut
van= prepmation, some room fur extra pro- served basis because supplies are limited. So
gram step, and an unused flag.
place your order today!
The methad is to insert the two steps "h F'?
Christmas is just around the comer. &m"s
0, WS"aftetr mcil subroutine call from themain
one
way to fill a few stockings!
program- As long as flag 0 is clear, the program
runs normally.

"U.S. dollors. See nore af &o#ome edge of cover.

HP Computer Museum
www.hpmuseum.net

For research and education purposes only.

Watch Your Step!

School, in the Department of Operations
Research.
The book is in 8-112 x 11-inch format,
stapled at the binding edge. Copies may be
obtained by requesting same from: Office of
Continuing Education; Code 500; Naval
Postgraduate School; Monterey, CA 93940.
The supply of books available to the public is
very limited. Soplease don't order one unless
you have a definite need or use for it.

If you saw the correction to CE Pac program
CEI-02A2 on the back page of the May 1978
issue (Vol. 2 No. 2), you saw a slight-but
nasty-typographical
error. Our statement
"... after step 66 (x#O?) add: X=O? and
GTO 8" should have been ' ' . . . replace step 66
(XZO?) by X=O? and GTO 8."
We want to thank Prof. Dr. C. J. Bouwkamp of Eindhoven University of Technology
in The Netherlands for bringing this to our
attention.
And while we're at it, here is anothercorrection to the last issue. It was immediately
noticed by James F. Key, Professor of Mathe- What IS in a t l H P-67
matics at George Peabody College for Teachers Register?
in Nashville, Tennessee. The t-statistic formula
in the first column on page 10 somehow lost the
We received a lot of mail about Paul
square-root radical over the entire denomi- Schiile's "What's in an HP-67 Register?"
nator !
article in the May 1978 issue. ~ o ~ .t l the
y.
letters offered slight modifications to his rouStick With Glue!
tine. Others proposed virtually all-new ways to
check the registers. But here is a really diffirent
If you don't like "rubber" cements, two- approach,
sided iticky tapes, and other such products for
Dear Editor:
attaching HP-97 tapes to program forms, here
I am writing in regard to Mr. Schule's HP-67
is another product that might appeal to you.
This is an excerpt from a letter from J. David register-checking routine published in May 1978
KEY NOTES. I have attached two routines below
Byrd 111 of Arlington, Virginia.
For HP-97 users, a nifty way to attach the which perform the same function except that the
I-register also is checked.
program printoutstrips to the programming
Routine #I checks from register zero to the
forms is with the use of a paper adhesive marI-register, which is the same order a s Mr.
keted as Dennison "Glue Stick," and which is Schijle,sroutine,The same number of labelsare
available in supermarkets, drug stores, etc. It is used but the routineis longer (34 steps vs, 26
clean, neat, and even allows you to reposition steps,,
the strip. It holds well and, in a pinch, it is even
possible to remove the strip of paper without
destroying the program Description form itself, 091 ?::ELF B i 3
RL 824
RTN
The stuff doesn't "ooze through" the paper a s 062
0 814 ISZI 625 $ L P L ~
does "rubber" cement or the like, and it isn't as go3
I 5 6709 826 X=Bm7
.X
. . ~ 8;
"instantly permanent" a s double-stick tape.
7 016 :eLBLE 027
RTN
(Thanksfor the tip, Mr. Byrd. I'mpretty sure
F; 817
Rj. (428
R1
Bgc;
that the same type ofproduct is made in GerQ@<
nLgi3
el8
829
DSPO
many and perhaps in other countries. E d . )
L

Calculator Calculus
Notes
The Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, has done a superb job of
integrating progr'ammable calculators into the
educational environment at that facility. Much
of the credit for this belongs to Prof. Rex H.
Shudde and W. Max Woods, Director of the
Office of Continuing Education.
One of the books used there is a collection
of notes entitled: Calculator Calculus for the
HP-67 Programmable Calculator. The material was developed first by Herbert D.
Peckham and Maurice D. Weir. It was then
adapted for the HP-67 by Professor Shudde,
who authored this book. And it just has to be
good! Herb Peckham is a long-time HP computer fan. He is in the Physics Department at
Gavilan College in Gilroy, ~ ~ ( i f o r n iMaurice
a.
Weir is in the Department of Mathematics at
the Naval Postgraduate School. Rex Shudde,
who is well-known for his many Users'
Library contributions, also works at the

R C L I ~ ~ ~ 1338 PSE
Rf 921
R.:
8 ~ 9G T ~ E821
x~:< 332 DSPF
RCL; 322 GSF: 0.33 PRTX
1
655'8 923
B 834
RTM

887
888

y=nfa:
..
. 823
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Application Pac
Corrections
If you own some of our application pacs,
check the following corrections. If the correction includes a revised magnetic card, you
must mail in your old card to get a new one.
Be sure to include your name and address!
If your copy is correct, you already have a
later, revised issue.

HP-67/97 NAVIGATION PAC
Program NAV-1 lA, "Fix From Two Lines
of Position," sometimes gives you an incorrect
azimuth for a diagonal of the error trapezoid.
To receive a revised card (NAV-I IB), you
must mail your old card to: HP Service
Department; P.O. Box 999; Corvallis,
Oregon 97330.
Program NAV- 12A, "Radar Plotting:
Closest Point of Approach," has been found to
return reciproc J bearings under certain circumstances. Few users have experienced any
trouble, but for thE sake of correctness, a new
version of the program is being made available.
To receive revised card (NAV- 12B), you must
mail your old card to: HP Service Department; P.O. Box 999; Corvallis, Oregon
97330.
We want to give special thanks to John B.
Harrell, Lieutenant, U.S. Navy, who first
informed us of the problem, and then figured
out a solution as well.

HP-67/97 ME PAC
Program ME 1-02A2, "Section PropertiesOutput," generates unreasonable answers in
the special case when I? equals Is. To receive a
revised card (ME 1-02B2), you must mail your
old card to: HP Service Department; P.O.
Box 999; Corvallis, Oregon 97330.
Program ME1-03A, "Stress on an Element," generates an unreasonable answer
when S, equals S,. To receive a revised card
(MEI-03B), you must maiI your old card to:
HP Service Department; P.O. Box 999;
Corvallis, Oregon 97330.

R.J.

Routine #2 checks from the I-register to
register zero. This routine is one step shorter and
uses one less label than Mr. Schule's routine.

Sincerely,
David 0. Loeffler

Glen Burnie, Maryland

+

Tip From a User
From St. Louis, Missouri, came the following idea which, by the way, works well. It was
donated quite a while ago (bet you thought we
forgot you!) by Alfred A. Speer.
Readable electrostatic copier (like Xerox)
duplicates can be made from HP-97 tapes by the
use of a simple color filter. Direct copies of the
blue symbols are sometimes indistinct. Buy a
yellow mylar "report cover" that is sold in office
stationery stores. Slip your tape(s) in the transparent plastic cover before copying. Image
enhancement is caused by the yellow screen
filtering out much of the reflected blue image.
(Thanks for the tip Mr. Speer. Sorry it took
so long to get it in KEY NOTES. Now you can
believe that we try our very best to save and
include as many ideas as possible. Ed.)

A "REEL" Neat Device!
There are a lot o f HP-97 owners among our
readers, and this article is for them. It's a very
neat device, but i t takes some tools and materials to make it. Still ... i t works, and very well!
Dear Editor:
Often in our work, problem solutions require a
long printout tape which, during execution, must
be kept reasonablystraight and continually rolled
up or we end up with a tangled mess. At the end
of execution, reading a long tape requires some
dexterity to manage two loosely rolled-up ends
while searching back and forth for a particular
part of the solution.
After pondering the problem of long tapes, we
came up with a simple device that solves most of
our problem. The device, shown in figure 1, consists of a slotted U-shaped bracket and two
take-up reels, each of which consists of a rod
with two largedisks and a thumb-wheel. On each
rod is a used paper-tape core in which a narrow
groove is cut along its length for inserting the
leading edge of the Paper tape. The paper-tape
core can be either a snug fit or glued to the rod.

"25 Words"
(More or Less!)

Figure 3
figure 3, the tape can now be easily searched
from one end to the other as needed.
Sincerely yours,
Richard J. Simms & Paul D. Fairchild
Ann Arbor. Michiaan.

New Book For Airplane
Engineers
Figure 1

Now that this column is pretty well established i n K E Y NOTES, we are getting some
duplication o f ideas and routines. So, if you
send i n an entry for this column and you see one
just like i t i n print, buy not yours, don't be
dismayed. We use the one with the earliest
postmark. Also, some variations are so slight,
we hesitate to print them and, instead, elect to
choose one different than the others.
But keep those cards and letters coming.
We'll try to print as many new ideas as space
permits.
Fronl Sutton Redfern (Lacey, Washington)
corrlc, rh~.t'ir.i rcjurirlc f'lw this issue.
Ibelieve the attached program for clearing any
sequential set of registers without disturbing the
contents of all other registers is shorter and more
direct than the cne proposed by Mr. Miller in the
August 1978 KEY MOTES.
This program will clear any sequential group of
registers. As written it will clear secondary
registers R, through R,. Any other group can be
cleared bv usina the (il address of the lowest
register t i b e ckared'ikitead of 14 and the (i)
address of the highest register to be cleared instead of 19. The program can be readily modified to initialize any group of registers with any
desired value, or it can be used with print statements to print out the contents of all or any group
of registers and is then a variation of Mr. Schiile's
program given in the May issue.

We've recently cc,me across a new booklet
that should appeal to engineers or other professionals i n the aircraft industry. Written by
Windsor L. Sherman, the booklet is entitled,

0 ~ 1 $:LPLE
13B2
1

"Airplane Stability Calculations With a Card
Progratnmable Calculator." M r . Sherman

Figure 2
During execution the device sits behind the
calculator and the paper tape is taken up on the
rear reel, which is occasionally rotated by hand,
as needed, AS shown in figure 2,the device
keeps the paper tape neat and manageable.
After program execution, the other end of the
tape is inserted in the front reel and, as shown in

works at NASA's Langley Research Center i n
Hampton, Virginia.
Actually a Technical Memorandum
written for NASA, the booklet is i n 8- by
10-112-inch soft-cover format and contains 60
pages.
Programs are presented for calculating
airplane stability characteristics with an HP-67.
These calculations include eigenvalues o f the
characteristic equations o f [ateral and longitudinal motion as well as stability parameters such
as the time to damp to one-half amplitude or the
damping ratio. The effects of wind shear are
included. Background information and the
equations programmed are given. The programs are written for the International System
o f Units, the dimensional form for the stability
derivatives, and stability axes. I n addition to
the .
programs
for stability calculations, an
unusual and shon program is included for the
Euler transformation of coordinates used i n
airplane motions.
Price of the booklet is $5,25, and it may be
as "Repo* No. NASA T"-78678"
from: National Information Service; Springfield, Virginia 22 16 1 . Sorly , this offer is good
only i n the Continental U.S., Alaska, and
Hawaii.
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.Jr. 1 I~luc11:1 Pal-!,. Cuiifomiai:
GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR (gcd). This
15-sep HP-67/97 routine uses only one label
and no storage registers. The two values for
which the gcd is to be found must be in the X and
Y stack registers. (One less computational cycle
is required if the value in the Y-register is larger
than the value in the X-register.) All the stack
registers contain the gcd when the routine is
done.
Example: gcd(466560,1679616) = 9331 2
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The deletion of steps 12, 13, and 14 results in
the modulo function: i.e., Y modulo X. For
example: 75 modulo 6=3.*

x:

=

min. (x.y)

*(This routine gives you the modulo function only ifboth arguments have the same sign;
otherwise, it gives the remainderfunction. E d . )
Now. from the land of excellent chrc\c.\ and
c~therdair) produc.ts comes ;I routine hy Hjorn
Engsig ( A l lerod. Denmark).
The INT and FRAC routines incorporated in
the HP-67/97 don't work quite right for negative
arguments.' For example, INT -2:8 gives -2 and
FRAC -2.8 gives -0.8. This is right in some applications but wrong in others.' For the latter, INT
-2.8 should be -3 and FRAC -2.8 should be 0.2.
I've written two 10-step routines to do this. They
both save x in the LAST x register, but in the INT
routine the T-register is lost.
LBL A, INT subtracts 1 from the value of the
built-in INT function if the value of the built-in
FRAC function is less than zero. The subtraction
is done in the I-register using DSZ I, so that
LAST x is not lost. The DSZ I will never skip the
next instruction.
LBL B, FRAC adds 1 to the built-in FRAC
function if the value of the latter is less than zero.
LBL B, FRAC, using the ISZ I function, adds
1 to the built-in FRAC function if the value of the
latter is less than zero. In this case, the ISZ I
will always skip the next instruction; thus the
extra SPC.
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Answer is: 6.29

x:

=

When a program is on three or more cards that
are to be run in series, at least two problems are
encountered by the programmer/user:

min. (R,, R,, R3)

1) Flag status is not remembered from one
card to another; and
2) While the programmer must provide a "call"
for the desired card, the user might ignore
the message andcread the wrong card,
which would produce 'erroneous results.
In the following program segments these problems are avoided. Card (N-1) remembers flag
status in the Y, Z, and LAST x registers and calls
for Card (N). Card (N) or (?) tests (using the X
and Y registers) to see if it was being called;
if not, the stack is restored and the call for (N) is
made again. If Card (N) was the correct card,
the Z, T, and LAST x registers are tested and the
appropriate flags are set.
CARD (N):
CARD (N-1):
.-,$LFLLI
:. 814 LST:

x: = max. (R,, R,, R,)

;r.flLB
FRC
ycei?
X'@?
RTN

I:%

Iszr
Spc
I:x
RTN

:.
L

Hc.rc.5 a1orlrir~rcirrionof a precious routinc. in
thi3 column. I t u a s jubmitted h. Prof. Dr. C.
J. Bouwkanip (Eindhoven. The Nrth~,~.iaiid\)
Browsing through Vol. 2 No. 2 of KEY NOTES,
I came across the routine (by Richard Scott) that
is suggested for determining the smallest
number of three stored in registers 1, 2, and 3.
There is no need for the labels and go-to's. My
solution is: RCL 1, RCL 1, x>y?, RJ, RCL 3,
x>y?, R l . Also, if you want the greatest of these
numbers, the following lines will do: RCL 1, RCL
2, xsy?, R1, RCL 3, xsy?, R i . Notice that you
are allowed to permute the three RCL's in six
different ways! Generalization to four numbers
and more is obvious.
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My routine is:
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I have been using a routine to interpolate
tables and I have yet to see it published.
It takes advantage of HP's LAST x register and L.>rc.
l U
the four stack registers. As an example, assume ,:: f :J
-.
we are given x = 5.67 and want to find y with the 228
following table:
X
-

*(The calculator's preprogrammed functions DO work properly, M r . Engsig. You are
over-simplibing some finctions. ''Floor" and
"ceiling" are t e r m s a p p r o p r i a t e h e r e .
"Floor" x means: greatest integer less than or
equal to x . "Ceiling" x means: smallest integer greater than or equal to x. E d . )
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And hcrc i\ ;~nothc.rncat "1dt.a." although
not particul;~rlya ncu OIIL. HI)\<L,\.~~,
wc don't
I.L.L.;III ev~,rpuhli\hing i t . Suhm~ttcdh> Herb
C'hong ( W ~ t c r l o oOnt
.
. Canada).
Something that "games" programmers should
know about occured to me while experimenting
with my HP-67. A user-defined subroutine, or
any subroutine, when entered by pressing any of
the user-definable keys or GSBn, where n is a
label number, while the calculator is executing a
"pause," will return to the pause command and
continue executing the program from the next
statement after the pause. For example:
LBL A
PSE
GTO A

LBL B
RTN

(Notice here that, crlthough M r . Hirata's
With these two short routines loaded in proroutine works, it uses a lot of memory. Keyed
gram memory, execute A. When the calculator
in, as-is, it would use 33 lines, including a LBL
pauses for display, press
. You will notice
at the beginning and a RTN at the end. By that after B is executed, the display continues
storing the dtgit-entries in registers, a sfollo~r~s. to blink zero's at you. This can sometimes be
you can reduce the routine to 16 lines, provid- used to avoid using a label or a GTO command.
ing, o f course, you have registers to spare. E d . ) or to make a subroutine not return to the pause

loop unless it is called from a running program.
A limited use, Iadmit, but perhaps someone can
find a use for it.
Note that the subroutine called from the pause
loop must have only two levels of subroutines if
LBL A containing the pause loop is not itself a
subroutine.
Of course, if the pause loop is within a subroutine itself, only one subroutine is allowed in the
called routine. This is also true for further levels
of subroutines containing the pause loop.
Also, this idea works if the pause command is
a solitary pause.
Next. we hclrr from Ernesto hlalaga. who
sent thew routlnc\ dl1 thc \\I) from Llrn,~.Pcru
NESTED LOOPS: This powerful programming
tool, available on such desktop "minicomputers"
as the HP 9830, can be used on the HP-67/97,
even though you think it cannot be done. When
you make a single loop, you need only one
"index" register (I-register) and the DSZ instruction. For a nested loop, you'd need more than
one "index." For those cases, we have the DSZ
(i) instruction.
But suppose you need two loops, one within
the other? The outer loop must be executed 10
times, and in each one of those 10 times, the
inner loop must be run 20 times. So it's obvious
you'll need two index registers. Pick R, and R,
for this purpose, then store 10 in R, and 20 in R,,
and use the following program skeleton:

sequences that could be useful for special applications:
RmSR,:
XSR,:
ST:
xsZ:

RCL,, RCL,, STO,, e y , STO,.
RCL,,x$y,STO,.
Rf , x z y , RJ.
x e y , R1, x e y , Rf, x s y .

t ~ o ~ i r~n
c ! h ~ \ccrl~in~n
(1) The following program demonstrates
subroutine operations; particularly GSB within
No\{ \re moce qultr. ;I t;,\\ rhou\anil miles
GSB. As a result, it provides a more vivid insight
~ l o r t h . to hcar f r o m Terry Xlickelson. 01 than if it would be described literally.
Duncan. B . C . . Canad:].
After running the program, I was confused
Here's an input on the double two-way data- when the final results displayed #16. Tracing
through the program I was finally convinced that
test routine:
the machine steps backwards (or upwards)
which, in this case, is the first encounter to the
step following the last GSB command label.
816
l:Tl?El
@
*LBL$
After completing the return path it will again step
81;
F2?
backwards (or upwards) to the preceding GSB
082
label, which requires that it must also repeat the
012
F2.'
RCLG
operation for the one following.
01.3
SF2
084
RCLE
The program also demonstrates the GSB
81.4 -$:LBLB
685
g))I?
limits, since the return path for the first GSB B
was not comgleted.
.gi5
1
686
CF2

867

8@8

RCLC
RITLD

889

?
,>
,;

ys?

816
817
@I8

F2?

CHS

RTH

t

GSBD
*iPLD
1
t

This routine outputs a + 1 if the relationship of
A to B is similar to that of C to D and a -1 if
either pair is different from the other. Using
X s Y instead of X>Y in both places will give the
same results! Another series of tests makes use
of the X=Y test in both locations, and here again
both X=Y and X#Y will give the same results.
Finally, a useful flag reversal may be had in the
three steps: F2? F2? SF2 (or F3). This essentially toggles F2 (F3) on and off while avoiding the
use of labels and other conditional testing, as is
the case for FO and F1.

(Mr. Mickelson ends some of his letters with,
"Reply not requested." A nice touch. Mr.
Mickelson, and one that saves much time. Ed.)

How about ;in "idra.' for a ch;lriye'? Rather
than ,I routine.'? H c r c . ' a neat onc f r ~ mCharles
H. \$'are (Frcanc,. C;llif<7rnia1.

The outer loop begins at LBL 0, after storing
10 in R., Within this loop we find 20, S T 0 9, and
then the beginning label of the inner loop, LBL 1.
Later, 9, STI, DSZ (i) decrements R, and tests
it against zero, just as DSZ does with I.The DSZ
(i), GTO 1 signals the inner-loop lower limit.
When this loop is "satisfied" (run 20 times),
GTO 1 is skipped and so the sequence 8, STI,
DSZ (i) is reached, decrementing R, and testing
it against zero.
This same technique can be used for multilevel loops. For the special case of two-level
loops, the program skeleton can be simplified
to: LBL A ... 8 STI, 10 ST0 8, LBL 0 ... ISZ, 20
S T 0 9, LBLI ... DSZ (i) GTO 1 ... DSZ, DSZ
(i) GTO 0 ...RTN. This second model has a pleasant feature: It's faster! But it's restricted to twolevel loops.
BEYOND THE BASIC EXCHANGES. The
HP-67/97 have three different preprogrammed
exchanges: the most-known x s y , the powerful
P s S , and the special X 2 l . But, sometimes, they
are not enough! Here are some "exchange"

N c \ t . [ \ \ < I t . o n r r i h ~ ~ t i o nSro!li
\
~ h c\;lnir
pcrsor? Oli\er J. Olson of ,2lount;iin \'ie\r.
C a l i f o r ~ l ~ aJlr.
.
Ol\on sent these [ ( I L I \ q~liti.

When a program requires more than 16 data
storage registers, the secondary storage registers may be used. The key entry symbol for interchanging secondary with primary registers is
"PSS."
I assume that when I turn on my HP-67, it
wakes up with primary registers ready for direct
use.' When I need to make a direct transaction
with a secondary register, I show the key entry
symbol as "P+S." To resume the use of primary
registers, Ishow the key entry symbol as "PeS."
In both cases the key code is "31 - 4 2 (16-51 on
the HP-97). The advantage of this simple technique is in being certain which bank of registers
is in direct use. This has facilitated my "debugging" process in lengthy or complex programs.
*(The HP-67/97 "wakes up" with 16 data

storage registers ready for use. When you press
all you really do is "shift" a block of
10 registers to the side so you can re-use those
10 registers as "secondary" data registers.
When you shut off the.calculator, ALL registers are ' 'erased,' ' whether primary or secondary, and you start the process all over again.
Ed.)

GSBE
8LRLE
1
+

R TlJ
(2) There have been occasions when I wanted
to divide (or multiply) the contents of the registers by a constant. However, the f DSZ I skip-onzero prevents the operation to be performed on
R,. The following program was used to overcome
this. It required an extra branch instruction;
otherwise it would have to repeat the operation
outside the loop. (The program assumes that the
constant is stored in R, and that R, is initialized.)

Accessory Service and
Warranty Policies
Our Service Center has asked K E Y NOTES
to print the following notice to let you know
about a change i n the Service Policy for
accessories.
ACCESSORY SERVICE POLICY: The U.S.
Service Center in our Corvallis, Oregon, plant
does not normally repair accessories; it replaces
them. Because of this, proof of purchase is
absolutely required to effect a replacement of
accessories still in warranty.
If your accessory is out of warranty and you
need a replacement, we recommend that you
purchase the replacement from one of our

Continued

Descriptlon
HP-67 and HP-97
Accessories
DC RechargerIAdapter

Model Number
82054A'
82004A'

Reserve Power Pack (HP-67)
Reserve Power Pack (HP-97)
Security Cradle (HP-67)
Security Cable (HP-97)
Hard Leather Case (HP-67)
AC RechargerIAdapter
(HP-67) 110/220 Vac., Switchable
(HP-97) 110 Vac.
(HP-97) Euro. 220 Vac.
Battery Pack (HP-67)
Battery Pack (HP-97)
Soft Case, Black Leather (HP-67)
Soft Case, Synthetic (HP-67)
Soft
Case, Synthetic (HP-97)
'Thermal Printing Paper, 6 rolls (HP-97)
Program Pad (HP-67 & HP-97)
3 Program Card Holders (HP-67/97)
Blank Program Cards (HP-67/97)
40-Card Pac with Holder
120-Card Pac with Holders
1000-Card Pac

HP-67/97
HP-67 Standard Pac
Application Pacs HP-97 Standard Pac
Each $35.00
Business Decisions Pac
Civil Engineering Pac
Clinical Lab & Nuclear Medicine Pac
EE Pac I

00067-13101
00097-13101
00097-13 144
00097-13 195
00097-13165
00097-13131

HP-67/97
BUSINESS:
00097-14009
Users' Library
OptionsRechnical Stock Analysis
Solutions ~ o o k s Portfolio ManagementIBonds & Notes 00097-14010
Real Estate Investments
00097-14012
Each $10.00
Taxes
Home Construction Estimating
MarketingISales
Home Management
Small Business

00097-14004
00097-14033
00097-14032
00097-14031
00097-14039

ENGINEERING:
Antennas
Butterworth & Chebyshev Filters
Thermal & Transport Sciences
EE (Lab)
Industrial Engineering
Aeronautical Enaineerina
Beams & Columns
Control Svstems

00097-14003
00097-14023
00097-14025
00097-14035
00097-14036
00097-14027
00097-14026

COMPUTATION:
High-Level Math
Test Statistics
Geometry
Reliability/Quality Assurance

00097-14011
00097-14008
00097-14007
00097-14030

-

-

Price
$ 35.00

82037A
82015A*
82044A
82016A'

$ 20.00
$ 35.00
$ 30.00
$ 10.00
$ 35.00

82002A.
82058A
82066A
82001A'
82033A
82017A4
82053A'
82035A

$ 20.00
$ 12.50
$ 16.00
$ 10.00
$ 18.00
$ 10.00
$ 7.00
$ 10.00

82045A
00097-13154'
00097-13143'

$ 6.00
$ 4.00
$ 10.00

00097-13141'
00097-13143'
00097-13206'

$ 20.00
$ 45.00
$195.00

,

Games Pac
Math Pac I
ME Pac I
Navigation Pac
Stat Pac I
Survey Pac I

00097-13185
00097-13121
00097-13155
00097-13205
00097-131 11
00097-13175

MEDICAL:
Medical Practitioner
Anesthesia
Cardiac
Pulmonary

00097-14005
00097-14019
00097-14018
00097-14037

PHYSICAULIFE SCIENCES:
Chemistry
Optics

00097-14006
00097-14016

Phvsics
Earth Sciences
Enerav
-. conservation
S ~ a c eScience
Forestry
Biology

00097-14015
00097-14017
00097-14029
00097-14028
00097-14034
00097-14040

OTHER:
Games
Games of Chance
Aircraft Operation
Avigation

00097-14013
00097-14038
00097-14007
00097-14002

Calendars
Photo Dark Room
COGOISurveying
Astrology

00097-14024
00097-14022
00097-14020
00097-14014
' Also usable on the HP-65.

I

You may order any of the HP-67 and HP-97 accessories and software shown by calling our toll-free number, 800-648-4711 (in Nevada800-992-571O),
and asking for the nearest Hewlett-Packard Accessory Dealer. (Toll-free number not available in Alaska or Hawaii.)
Or you may use the convenient order form on the reverse side and mail to: Hewlett-PackardCo., 1000 NE Circle Blvd., Corvallis, Oregon 97330.
NOTE: All Users' Library Programs mentioned in Key Notes can be ordered on this order form. Simply note the appropriate Program Number and fill
in the description and price. All programs with pre-recorded program cards are available at $5.00 each.
Hewlett-Packard reserves the right to make changes in materials, specifications, and prices without notice.
Orders cannot be shipped to any European countries.

HP CODE NO. 3002A

HEWLETT-PACKARD ORDER FORM
Model Number or
Program Number

Description

Total
Price

Pr~ce
Each

Qty.

.

-

Please enter my one-year subscr~ptlon
to the HP-67 97 Users L~brary

2 For US Puerto Rlco or Vlrg~nIslands

51 5.00

L: For countries outs~deUS PR V I and Europe

$20.00

SHIPPING CHARGE'
STATE AND LOCAL TAX
TOTAL PRICE"
' For all orders sh~ppedoutside US
please add $5 00 shipping charge.
"

PAYMENT OPTION

Paid in US dollarsdrawn on a US bank.

(Please check one)

3 CASH PAYMENT. Check or money order enclosed in US dollars drawn on US bank. (Please be sure to include your state and local sales taxes.)

U BILL MY CREDIT CARD. (To use our seven-day 24-hour charge-by-phone service, call us Toll Free at (800) 648-471 1, Ext. 1000: in Nevada
call (800) 992-5710. Toll-free number not available in Alaska or Hawaii. You can use the deferred payment plan available through your Master
Charge or VisalBankAmericard account simply by filling in the informat~onbelow.

CHARGE TO:

0 American Express

n

VISAIBankAmericard

Master Charge-Include 4-digit
number appearing on card just
above your name:

Your credit card account will be billed when your order is shipped.
MY COMPLETE
CARD NO. IS:

EXPIRATION DATE:

If using a credit card and the
billing address does not
correspond to that shown above,
please indicate correct address

NAME APPEARING ON CREDIT CARD

STREET ADDRESS

SIGNATURE

SHIP TO:

TITLE

CITY. STATE, ZIP

BUSINESS PHONE NO. (Include area code)

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

dealers. Our Sales Offices, Customer Support,
and the Answering Servicestwill assist you by
directing you to the nearest dealer who stocks
accessories.

ACCESSORY

I

WARRANTY

POLICY:

Accessories have a one year limited warranty,
whether purchased with the calculator or
separately. Proof of purchase is required.
Usually, such proof is a dated sales slip, receipt,
or invoice.
If we elect to replace your accessory when
you send it to us for repair, the warranty is 90
days or the remainder of the original warranty
period, whichever is greater.

* Toll Free 800-648-4711
(In Nevada, call 1-702-323-2704collect)

Software Flags Revisited

1

I n the last issue (Vol. 2 No. 3) we ran an
article about "additional" flags. I n fact, it went
on to show how 10 more flags could be added
to the HP-67/97. But it did end just there.
Now, from Walter L. Allen, o f Montreal,
Canada, we get a follow-on to the subject. We
received several letters about this subject, but
Mr. Allen's amved first.
I was intrigued by Mickey R. Burnett's
routine for software flags in the August 1978
KEY NOTES. However it would be in trouble
if, in a very exotic program, the same flag was
set more than nine times; and, of course, there
is no way to clear flags. The following program
removes these difficulties.
As before, the 10 flags are 0 to 9 and, except
for registers 20 through 25, any memory register
may be used. Register Rgis used in the example:

R, digit position:
Corresponding flag #:

10987654321
9876543210

Factorials Revisited
On page 9 (right column) in the August
issue (Vol. 2, No. 3), we printed James R.
Grandstaff's small prograb for computing
factorials o f numbers larger than 69. I t must
have hit a nerve, or perhaps people are highly
interested i n this subject. Anyway, we received
a lot of mail, and one letter was from an "old"
friend, 14-year-old Ronnie van Thielen
(Belgium), who appeared on page 3 o f Vol. 2
No. 1. He called our hand on the term "small"
program. Mr. Grandstaff's program used 45
lines (including RTN). Ronnie's does the same
thing in 35 lines of memory. However, both
programs take about the same amount o f time
(8-112 minutes) to calculate 521! Here's
Ronnie's program.

819
02R
821

822
823
824
025
021;
827

(328
629
030
83:

032
833
034

035

1
ST+!
RCL2
LOG
STt2
RCLI
RCL0
XfY3
GTO!
RCL2
FRC
!OX
PRTX
RCL2
INT
PRTX
R.4

*LBLP
EHT*

GSBB
'#@".
R TI?
Ri
18"
cr+g
R TN

i?

L, :

INTERROGATE

$LPLB
1
t

1e x
RCL 9
X: t'

-

FRC:

€EX
1
X

THT
RTH
After interrogating, the main program must
perform a test (x = 0, x #O) to determine the
state of the flag. Be careful not to use the above
"clear" routine beyond the first branch of nested
subroutines.
It should be noted that if only one or two flags
are required beyond the four hardware flags in
the calculator it is sometimes possible to use a
hardware flag more than once. Even if this
requires more program steps, a saving may be
made on the three labels and 29 steps in the
software flag program above.

+

ENT?
@I3 EHT?
814
LH
81 5
1
816
81 7
618
X;tY
?
019
L
828
02 1
Pi
,822

-

a33
8
834
LH
035
$ 3 6 , TNT
837
LST>{
838
FRC
~ 3 9 18"
848
PRTX
841
X:!'
642
PRTX
843
RTN

(Ajier I wrote to him about the program,
Mr. Brokau,further elaborated on it in another
letter, as follows. The first sentence is rather
clever! Ed.)

CLEAR

$LBLC
ENTf
GSEA
R4
1dX
ST-?
RTN

8 11
812

"

For each of the following labels, the stack
X-register contains the flag number.

SET

integral arguments to within a few parts per
thousand, even for small arguments.

But out of all the letters-and
we thank
everyone who wrote-one stood out. I t was
from Richard S. Brokaw o f Lakewood,
Ohio. Here it is.
This short program for calculating factorials
of large numbers was inspired by the submission
of James R. Grandstaff, HP KEY NOTES,
August 1978, Vol. 2 No. 3, page 9. 1 enclose a
program listing. The program will calculate and
print factorials from 69+! to lo9'! in 7 seconds,
using no storages other than those in the stack.
Assuming that 8-112 minutes to calculate 5211
represents 521-69=452 times around a loop,
or about one second per loop, I estimate Mr.
Grandstaff's program would require about loa9
years to calculate lo9'!. Why anyone would want
to calculate log7!is another question!!!
My program actually uses Stirling's approximation to calculate Inr(N+ 1) starting at step 009
(LBL B). The approximation is very good for
large arguments-the fractional error is 1.3 x
for 69! (probably due, mainly, to a loss of
significant figures in manipulating logarithms).
This Stirling approximation is not bad even
for small arguments. For example, by entering
the appropriate argument and pressing
one obtains O!= 1.0023, 1!= 1.0003, 2!=2.0002,
3!=6.0003, 4!=24.0005, etc. Thus,-the program
can be used to calculate r ( N + l ) for non-

a,

Thanks for your letter of September 22; 1 am
flattered that my letter KEYed a response which
will be duly NOTEd!
Actually, if one is concerned with factorials of
large numbers, one would normally deal with
InN!. The program starting at 009 (LBL B) has
calculated InN! at 031. That, with a RTN statement, would qualify for your "25 Words or Less."
I'm surprised that none of your readers
invoked Stirling's approximation. It is well known
in Statistical Mechanics and Statistical Thermodynamics, where factorials of large numbers
(e.g., loz3)are required.

SS= Satisfaction
The "SS" was used to catch your attention.
I t stands for "set status."
Most of the time when we get a complaint
that a Library program w i l l not work, the
trouble is traced to the small block o f information at the lower right comer on the final page
(Program Listing 11) o f the Program Submittal
form. Yep! The Set Status block.
For example, a couple issues ago, we highlighted the excellent programs written by
Bruce K. Murdock. A lot o f people ordered
them. Some told Mr. Murdock they wouldn't
produce correct answers. The problem? You
guessed it; people forgot-or
missed-the
angular mode setting that was called for in the
Set Status block.
How do you find a way to remember this?
Easy! SS = Set Status = Satisfaction.

DSS

=

Don't Set Status

=

Dissatisfaction.

New Programming
Journal
We have recently seen Volume 1 Number 1
of a new publication called The Recreational
Programmer. It is a novel, small journal for
sophisticated users of computers and programmable calculators. The charter issue contains
32 pages on 8- 112 by I l -inch paper. Below is a
press release on this new publication.
The owner who enjoys games, graphics.
astronomy, sailing, amateur radio, or recreational mathematics and programming puzzles
will find The Recreational Programmer a
source of usable, well-documented programs
and articles.
Each program features a flow diagram
written in English, and patterned as a BASIC
program. This allows the user of any computer
programmable in BASIC to easily use any
program on_his or her machine.
Programmable calculator owners will find
that each useful flow diagram is accompanied
by a thoroughly annotated listing for any of a
variety of personal calculators.
The Recreational Programmer is published
bimonthly (six issues a year) by Programmers
Publishing Co.; 3013 Cameron Street; Kalamazoo, Michigan 49003. Tel: (616)343-3546.
Readers interested in subscribing may send
$12 ($15 outside the USA and APO's) to The
Recreational Programmer; P.O. Box 257 1;
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49003.

Flag Status Made Easy

Photograph courtesy of William M. Kolb

Homo Programmus?
That title won out over "Tired of the Same
Old Routine?", both suggested by the
photographer.
Back in September, 1977, when we ran
Bill Kolb's excellent "On Understanding
Flags" article, we asked him for a photo of
himself so we could print it with the article. He

Price Reduced on
H P-19C
Effective October 23, 1978, the price of the
HP-19C was reduced to $225.* That's just in
time for Christmas!
If you now own an HP-97, you know how
convenient it is to print out your programs for
editing or for a permanent record for future use.

senttwo photos. You've seen one already; here
is the other one. We got such a "kick" out of
it that we wanted you to enjoy it.
We make a very good card-readerlmemory
mechanism, but no one has ever designed one
to beat the one atop a human neck. A very
clever photo, Mr. Kolb; it has brightened many
a day. Thanks for allowing us to print it.

It is a convenience that's hard to beat. Then,
add to that the Continuous Memory capability
of the HP-19C. and you have a complete
"system" for the college student, for the high
school student, or maybe just for yourself.
Next time you are at your local HP dealer,
take another look at this calculator. For size,
price, capabilities, and convenience, it is an
unbeatable combination.

There has been a lot of mail about routines
and programs that can check flag status. And
we thank all of you for your contributions.
But this letter from Doetinchem, Netherlands,
pretty well puts the subject to rest.
Dear Editor:
The state of flags seems to be a problem, a s
this subject appears in practically every issue of
KEY NOTES. Why cannot it be done by keyboard testing? In RUN mode, pressing the keys
for any conditional (including flags) increments
the line-number only when the condition is NOT
met.
So, my suggestion is, press:
1) BST, and hold the key long enough to
read the line-number (Lo).
2) F?O
3) BST, and note the line-number (Ll).
If L1 = Lo, flag was not set.
If'L1 = Lo-1, flag was set.
4) F?1. BST, F?2, BST, F?3, BST.
Eventually, restore the state of flags 2 and 3
by pressing SF2, SF3. Now, by pressing GTO.
(Lo+ 1). your calculator is, in all respects, in the
original condition. No registers (including
LAST x) are in disorder. No program steps are
needed.
Simple or not?
Sincerely,

* U . S . dollars. See note OI bonom edge of cover.

J. van der Waals

Stars in His Eyes!

Double Eagle Soared
With HP-97

When some people want something with
enough fervor, they usually get it-even if it
system ever used for a takes a huge effort to doeso. One of those
ticated communicatio~~
Dittmer
balloon flight, Daubla Eagle put an HP-67 pro- devoted people is Herman
grammabh pocket cdcUhttor
md Navigation Seattle, Washington. We w a n i d to make his
,
the lenses* and you
Pat to critical use last. August in achieving the OW" t e l e s c o ~ including
Can
see
that
he
"made"
his
goal. Mr. Dittmer
first successful ~~l~~~~~crossing by bal]wnA
dterleaving the coast of did his first calculations with an WP-45, then
natuse came
\urn approaching, and graduated to the HP-67 and began
Newfoundland. A
both the air crew and ground crew needed to PfDgrams on it. These programs are now
make a set that can be
know its relationship to the craft. The normal gathered together
ordered
at
a
reduced
price. (See below.)
p r o d r e of relying on satellite information
from Goddard Space might Center as radiofd
Mr. Dittmer is an amateur astronomer with
by passing aircraft could take 6 to 7 hours
formal training in optics. We
-much too late even for a wind-driven ve- these interrelated
programs to aid in designing
hicle. Navigator Maxie Anderson took sextant and building a telescope for Astroreadings of Venus and Polaris, calculated their Photography.
of the photos shown here
position with the aid of his HP-97, and reported were taken by M ~ ~.
i ~The ~set contains
~ ~
by radio to the ground crew, all in a few min- programs for both skewed and meridional ray
Utes. Thereafter the same procedure was fol- tracing in spheric or asphetic lenses. The proand evening. And even grams can be used to check the design of
lowed each
when
else had been
systems from the beginning and can
overboard in the interest of staying aloft,
used on simple twoeelemant lenses or on
Anderson held onto his navigator's tools. They more elaborate systems. A~~~~~~~~~ of the
and other
Eagle paraphernalia
programs allows
lens elements one at
eventually reside in the Smithsonian Institu- a time to
the effect on the design.
tion's National Air and Space museum-an
The set of Mr. Dittmer's programs is titled
honor well deserved.
"Trigonometric Ray Tracing for Lens
Design." There are 10 programs, as listed
betow, and the price of $26* includes prerecorded cards. To order the complete set, use
order number 67000-999EI4 and use the order
blank in this KEY NOTES. And each numbered program is available as a separate
purchase and under standard rules: a charge of
$3* for a program and $5* for a program and a
magnetic card.

I,, spite of having lined up the most sophis-

,

5

At the present time, single programs are
not available in Eumpe; however, we will
honor orders from c~nywhcrefor the 6700099884 set if the order includes a negotiable
c h e ~ or
k money order in U.S. dollars, drawn on
a U.S.bank. If you want to see the Abstracts
before you buy the set, request them from the
Users' Library in Corvallis. Here is the list.

67080-99984 Trigonometric
Tra&g for Lens W g n $26*

UP1 PHOTO

Ray

021750 Aspheric Geometry-Series Expanston
Terms (203 steps, 5 pages).
02176D Skewed Aspheric Ray Trace (224
steps. 6 pages).
00437D Optical Ray Traces, Paraxial and
Meridional (223 steps, 7 pages).
02458D Skewed Spherical Ray Trace (223
steps, 7 pages).
024590 Coddington f race for Astigmatism
(219 steps, 7 pages).
024950 Coma Ray Traces (222 steps, 7 pages).
02496D Chromatic Ray Traces (224 steps, 6
pages).
02641D Skew Trace-Aspheric un a Sphere
(214 steps, 7 pages).
02642D Skew Trace Aberrations (110 steps, 7
Pages).
02894D Cemented Achromatic Lens-Thin
Lens Calculation (224 steps, 5 pages).

There you have it, 10 programs, 64 pages,
2086 steps; and all very neat and well documented. Congratulations, Mr. Dittmer;
you've done what most of us only think about
doing. And an excerpt from one of his letters
says it all: "I'm sure when more WP users
realize the potential of the HP-67197 for this
kind of work, they will want to try it. It is
difficult to get started, but having an HP-67 or
WP-97 is a big step. My f i s t effort, using trig
tables and logs, took days, and errors were
easy to make but very hard to find. The calculators don't make mistakes, and they free one
to concentrate on developing the design."
* U.S. doilars. See note a t botlom edge of cover.
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The 6%-inch Maksutov Cassegrain telescope used in making the photos and designed
with the HP-45 and HP-67 calculators. The
guiding eyepiece (just above the camera)
contains an rllum~nuatedreticule that permits
tracking a star just out of the photo field. Corrections for polar misal~gnment,atmospheric
refraction, gear drive errors, etc., can then be
made during the long exposures, which can run
2 hours or more. With the camera removed,>an
eyepiece may be installed for visual work. A
"finder" telescope is mounted atop the barrel
of the telescope. The effective focal length of
the tetescope is about 65 inches. The "power"
of the tetescope depends on how one defines
the term. The effective focal Length is about 65
inches. A photographer might say the power is
32.5. The astronomer "makes" his power with
the eyepiece. A I-inch eyepiece gives 6 5
power; a %-inch eyepiece gives 130 power,
etc. Practically,30 times the diameter in inches
is a good power for observ~ngdetail. (About
200 power.)

Additional photos, made through this homebuilt telescope, appear on the back cover of
the newsletter.
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